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Abstract
This paper presents a new computational approach dedicated to the fracture of nonlinear heterogeneous materials. This
approach extends the standard periodic homogenization problem to a two field cohesive-volumetric finite element scheme.
This two field finite element formulation is written as a generalization Non-Smooth Contact Dynamics framework involv-
ing Frictional Cohesive Zone Models. The associated numerical platform allows to simulate, at finite strain, the fracture of
nonlinear composites from crack initiation to post-fracture behavior. The ability of this computational approach is illus-
trated by the fracture of the hydrided Zircaloy under transient loading.
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1. Introduction
The dynamic fracture of heterogeneous materials (composites, Functionally Graded Materials, porous
materials) is a challenging problem in many engineering fields [1]. Due to the presence of heterogeneities,
the pertinent scale to analyse the ultimate overall properties of such materials, as the effective dynamic fracture
toughness, is the microscopic scale. At this scale, various mechanisms of nonlinear damage have to be
invoked: void growth and coalescence, crack initiation and branching, mixed mode crack growth at the inter-
face between the different phases, post-fracture frictional contact on the crack lips. A convenient numerical
modeling of the dynamic fracture of the heterogeneous materials has thus to be able to deal with nonlinear
and non-smooth volumetric and surface behaviors at the microscale.
In the frame of the French ‘‘Institut de Radioprotection et de Suˆrete´ Nucle´aire’’ (IRSN) research program
on nuclear fuel safety under accident conditions, a new computational micromechanical approach has been
developed to analyse the effects of the microstructure heterogeneity on the overall material behavior. The
micromechanical approach rests on an extension of the standard periodic homogenization based both on the
concept of Frictional Cohesive Zone Model (FCZM) and on a multibody method in the context of the Non-
Smooth Contact Dynamics (NSCD) [2,3].
The FCZMs allow the simulation of crack initiation, crack propagation and post-fracture non-smooth
behavior on the crack lips such as frictional contact [4,5]. These models consist in a softening traction–sepa-
ration relation on the crack lips within a multibody framework: each mesh is considered as an independent
body connected to another by nonlinear and non-smooth relations [6,7]. Since velocity can become discontin-
uous during dynamic fracture [8], the NSCD approach [9,10] is used to treat the post-fracture frictional con-
tact without any regularization nor penalization.
The effective properties related to fracture mechanics are obtained by periodic numerical homogenization.
The standard periodic problem [11,12] is extended to the multibody approach. The Finite Element formula-
tion becomes a two field Finite Element formulation, including a periodic displacement field and an average
deformation gradient field. The NSCD framework is thus extended to these fields introducing a new discrete
mapping.
The associated numerical platform is composed of three libraries with Object-Oriented Programming: a
Fortran90 library dedicated to surface behaviors related to FCZM in the NSCD approach (LMGC90 [13]),
a C++ library dedicated to periodic Finite Element modeling (PELICANS [14]) and a C++ library dedicated
to bulk constitutive models (MATLIB [15]). This software allows simulating the fracture of the heterogeneous
materials at finite strain.
This paper focusses on the ability of the proposed two field multibody method dealing with the overall frac-
ture properties of heterogeneous materials. The questions related to the cohesive-volumetric finite element
scheme – in particular, to the difficulties often reported in the literature (mesh sensitivity, crack path, depen-
dence of the crack speed to the loading rate, etc.) – are out of the scope of the present paper and are addressed
in a forthcoming paper. However, some hints are given on the relative independence of the overall fracture
properties. The ability of the software and of the proposed strategy is illustrated by the fracture of a hetero-
geneous material, the hydrided Zircaloy-4, under transient loading. The effective properties are determined on
random periodic representative volume element.
2. Fracture modeling
2.1. Multibody approach
The dynamic fracture of heterogeneous materials is studied through a micromechanical modeling based on
a multibody concept and FCZM. Each element of a Finite Element mesh is considered as an independent body
connected to each other with mixed interface relationship (see Fig. 1). The overall progressive damageable
behavior is thus obtained by coupling (see Fig. 2):
• The volumetric behavior inside the meshes, describing the behavior without any damage.
• The FCZM surface properties between the meshes, taking damage processes into account.
Fig. 1. Multibody strategy: each finite element is a body.
2.2. Frictional cohesive zone model
The FCZM is a representation of the local physics of the fracture processes, from crack initiation to post-
fracture unilateral conditions, at the crack tip. The faces of a Finite Element mesh are linked up by softening
traction–separation relations (see Fig. 1). The nonlinear softening relations considered in this study rests on
the cohesive–friction coupling proposed by Raous et al. [4] and on an irreversible surface damage law. A cohe-
sive stress, called Rcoh, is introduced in the Signorini–Coulomb problem 1,2 and related to the displacement
jump [u] across the future crack lips (3):
 ðRN þ RcohN Þ 2 oIRþðuNÞ; ð1Þ
ðRT þ RcohT Þ 2 o _uTðljRN þ RcohN jk _uTkÞ; ð2Þ
Rcoh ¼ b CNn nþ CT uT  uTkuTk2
!
 ½u: ð3Þ
Subscripts N and T respectively denote the normal and tangential components (R = RNn + RT,
Rcoh ¼ RcohN nþ RcohT and [u] = uNn + uT), n is the unit normal vector of the cohesive zone (see Fig. 3), CN
and CT denote respectively the initial normal and tangential stiffness of the perfect interface (MPa/m), IK is
the indicator function of the set K, l is the Coulomb friction coefficient. The surface variable b, initially intro-
duced by Fremond [16], is governed by Eqs. (4) and (5), where the function g describes the weakening process
leading from perfect interface to crack (b = 1: the interface is undamaged, 0 < b < 1: the interface is partially
damaged and b = 0: the interface is fully damaged):
b ¼ minðgðk½ukÞ; gðk½ukmaxÞÞ; ð4Þ
gðxÞ ¼
b0 if x 6 d0;
b0
d0
x 1 xd0dcd0
 2 
if d0 < x < dc;
0 if xP dc;
8>><
>: ð5Þ
where d0 ¼ Rmax2 1CN þ 1CT
 
, dc ¼ 32 wRmax þ
d0
6
 
, 0 6 b0 6 1 is an initial surface damage, w is a reference fracture
energy (J/m2), Rmax is the maximum value of the cohesive stress (MPa), k[u]kmax is the maximum value reached
Fig. 3. Notation: stress R induced by the displacement jump [u] and normal/tangent decomposition.
Fig. 2. Decoupling of volumetric behavior and surface behavior: the damageable behavior is described by FCZM.
by k[u]k during the fracture process. In a 2D case, Fig. 4 shows respectively (a) the normal behavior (with
kuTk = 0) and (b) the tangential behavior (with RN constant) associated with the FCZM (1)–(5).
2.3. Non-smooth contact dynamics
Since the FCZMs involve unilateral constraints, the velocity can become discontinuous. These non-regular
conditions are treated with the help of the NSCD approach. In this framework, initiated by Moreau [9] and
Jean [10], the discrete dynamic equation (6) is treated without any regularization nor penalization, the deriv-
atives are written in a distribution sense using an implicit time integration scheme:
Mðq; tÞ  €q ¼ Fðq; _q; tÞ þ r; ð6Þ
where M(q, t) is the mass matrix, q, _q and €q are respectively the discrete displacement, velocity and accelera-
tion, r represents the reaction forces given by the FCZM relationship (1)–(5) and Fðq; _q; tÞ represents the inter-
nal and external forces without the contribution of r [17].
In this framework, a dual level resolution is carried out (for more details, see for example Jean et al. [17]):
• Global level: solving of the discrete dynamic equation (6).
• Local level: solving of the non-smooth contact problem (1)–(5).
At the local level, the local fields at some contact are related to the fields at the global level with the help of a
linear mapping Hw (transposed mapping of H).
The principle of the global to local mapping and the associated variables are summarized in Fig. 5.
3. Determination of the effective properties: a multibody periodic homogenization framework
The overall behavior of the composite is numerically determined using a multibody periodic numerical
homogenization framework. The numerical homogenization of heterogeneous media consists in computing
Fig. 4. The 2D FCZM: (a) normal behavior (uT = 0) and (b) tangent behavior (uN = 0, RN constant).
Fig. 5. The standard NSCD algorithm.
some effective properties over a Representative Volume Element (RVE) [12]. In this work, the RVEs describe
the microstructure of nonhomogeneous material with random generation of the heterogeneities distribution.
The homogenization of periodic media uses specific assumptions based on the periodicity of the local fields.
The method which provides good approximations of the local behavior of the heterogeneous media is based
on linear elasticity on theoretical considerations [18,11,19,12]. Some authors have extended this method to an
elastic behavior in total Lagrangian finite strain [20,21].
The following deals with an extension of the periodic homogenization framework to the multibody
approach. Finite strain within Lagrangian formulation is considered.
3.1. Extended periodic-cohesive RVE
A periodic medium is defined by a unit cell and vectors of translation invariance. The unit cell is not
uniquely defined and the unit vectors of translation invariance follow the choice of the unit cell [11]. In the
multibody case, the RVE includes the cohesive zone associated with the unit volume as indicated in Fig. 6.
The fracture between the unit volumes is thus taken into account with the help of mixed relations given by
the FCZM. Inside the unit volume, the fracture is described by the multibody approach (Section 2.1).
3.2. Periodic local fields
The unit cell problem is obtained considering a periodic medium. In this framework, the deformation gra-
dient field F ¼ ru and the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress field P are assumed to be periodic with the same period
as the medium [20,21]. The average fields over the periodic RVE are denoted by F, ru and P, and are per-
formed on the initial configuration X0 by:
f :¼ hf iX0 :¼
1
jX0j
Z
X0
f dX : ð7Þ
The fields F, ru and P fluctuate around their average values. The local deformation gradient field can be thus
split into an overall field (the field in the periodic RVE if it were homogeneous) and a fluctuation denotedru#,
which takes the presence of heterogeneities into account. Since fracture is expected, the heterogeneities are not
only due to the inclusions but also to the cracks in the structure. The decomposition of the local deformation
gradient can be written as:
ru ¼ ruþru# or F ¼ F þru#: ð8Þ
This relation leads to:
u# ¼ x F  X; ð9Þ
where x and X are respectively the current and the initial coordinates.
So, the displacement field u# satisfies:
hru#iX0 ¼ 0: ð10Þ
Fig. 6. Composition of the representative volume element: unit volume, vectors of translation invariance and cohesive zone associated
with the unit volume.
This relation and the periodicity of ru# imply the periodicity of the displacement field u# [22].
The displacement field admits the following decomposition:
u ¼ ðF  IÞ  Xþ u#: ð11Þ
Note that the stress fieldP is as well assumed periodic and the traction stressP Æ N is anti-periodic (the normal
vectors N at opposite side of the boundary are opposite).
3.3. Specific boundary conditions
Let Ke0 be a mesh, considered as an independent body (see 2.1), of a Finite Element Mesh. The faces of K
e
0
can be splitted into external faces oKe0 \ oX0 (known as boundary faces) and internal faces oKe0 n oX0.
The displacement jump is thus decomposed into an internal part and an external part:
½u ¼
X
Eint
1Eint ½uEint þ
X
Eext
1Eext ½uEext ; ð12Þ
where Eint is an internal face, Eext is an external face and 1X is the characteristic function of the set X defined as
1X(k) = 1 if k 2 X and 1X(k) = 0 otherwise.
More precisely,
• for each internal face Eint, there exists two bodies Ke0 and K
f
0 such that Eint ¼ Ke0 \ Kf0 (see Fig. 7). We can
define on the internal face Ke0:
uEint ¼ trace of ujKe0 on Eint;
uþEint ¼ trace of ujKf0 on Eint;
ð13Þ
and the displacement jump on Ke0:
½uEint ¼ uþEint  uEint ; ð14Þ
• periodicity conditions have to be written on the external faces. For each external face Eext  Ke0 \ oX0 of Ke0,
there exists an external face, denoted E0ext, which geometrically corresponds to Eext by periodicity and only
one body Kf0 6¼ Ke0 which contains this face (see Fig. 7). We can define:
uEext ¼ trace of ujKe0 on Eext;
uE0ext ¼ trace of ujKf0 on E
0
ext:
ð15Þ
Fig. 7. Finite Element Mesh of a periodic RVE: external faces are periodic.
Let uþEext corresponds to u

E0ext
by periodicity. The initial position of uE0ext and u

Eext
are respectively denoted X
and X+. We obtain the following relations:
uþEext ¼ ðF  IÞ  Xþ þ ðuþEextÞ
#
ðu
E0ext
Þ# ¼ u
E0ext
 ðF  IÞ  X
ðuþEextÞ# ¼ ðuE0extÞ
#
periodicity conditions:
8>><
>: ð16Þ
The displacement jump on the periodic face Eext is defined by:
½uEext ¼ uþEext  uEext ¼ uE0ext  u

Eext
þ ðF  IÞ  ðXþ  XÞ: ð17Þ
In a general case, for an internal or an external face denoted E, we can write:
½uE ¼ uþE  uE ¼ uþE
 # þ ðF  IÞ  X ððuE Þ# þ ðF  IÞ  XÞ ¼ ðuþE Þ#  ðuE Þ# ¼ ½u#E on oKe0; ð18Þ
where X is the initial position of uþE and u

E .
Note that the writing of the displacement jump is independent of the choice of the unknowns (standard u or
periodic u#).
The boundary conditions applied on the bodies are mixed relations, given by the FCZM (see 2.2), depen-
dent of the displacement jump (12).
3.4. Strong formulation
Neglecting any body force, the local dynamic equilibrium equation in each body Ke0 is written as:
r P ¼ q€u in Ke0; ð19Þ
with boundary conditions related to a cohesive zone model (see Eqs. (1)–(3)):
P N ¼ Rð½uÞ ¼ Rð½u#Þ on oKe0: ð20Þ
The unit cell problem is:
find the periodic displacement field u#, the transformation gradient field F and the stress field P verifying:
• relations for each body Ke0:
r P ¼ q d2
dt2
ðu# þ ðF  IÞ  XÞ in Ke0;
0PðFÞ0 ðConstitutive lawÞ;
F ¼ F þru# in Ke0;
P N ¼ Rð½u#Þ on oKe0;
8>><
>>>:
ð21Þ
• average relations in X0:
F ij ¼ F impij ;
Pkl ¼ Pimpkl ;
(
ð22Þ
where F impij are the components of the prescribed macroscopic transformation gradient and P
imp
kl are the
components of the prescribed macroscopic stress, with ij5 kl and {i, j,k, l} 2 {1,2,3}.
We would like to underline, that the set of Eq. (21) is written making the implicit assumption that the stan-
dard periodic homogenization method is still valid under dynamic conditions. Without further analysis,
dynamics can be here considered as a regularization of the ill-posed static boundary value problem involving
softening surface behaviors [8,23]. Moreover, note that the problem (21) is subjected to homogeneous condi-
tions (22). Finally, since the total lagrangian formulation is adopted, the averages are written in the initial
configuration.
3.5. Weak formulation
In order to obtain a numerical method to compute a solution approximation, a variational statement of our
problem is derived, and the broken Sobolev spaces U and U# are introduced:
U ¼ fv 2 ½L2ðX0Þm; vjKe
0
2 ½H 1ðKe0Þm 8Ke0g;
U# ¼ fv 2 ½L2ðX0Þm; vjKe
0
2 ½H 1ðKe0Þm 8Ke0; v periodicg;
ð23Þ
and let V be the space of linear transformation from Rm to Rm, where m is the space dimension:
V ¼LðRmÞ: ð24Þ
Consider a kinematically admissible virtual velocity field v* such that:
v ¼ ðvÞ# þ _F  X; ð25Þ
with:
_F ¼ hrviX0 : ð26Þ
Note that v* 2 U leads to a reduction of the support of basis functions to the current body.
Multiplying the dynamic equation of the system (21) by the virtual velocity field v*, using the decomposition
(25), integrating over the whole body Ke0, adding the equations for each body, applying the Green’s theorem to
the terms associated with v* then to the terms associated with _F, using the definition of the average:Xs
e¼1
Z
Ke
0
P : _F dx ¼
Z
X0
P : _F dx ¼ jX0jP : _F; ð27Þ
and taking average loading conditions (22) on each body into account, the following weak unit cell value prob-
lem is obtained:
find u# 2 U# and F 2 V such that:
8ðvÞ# 2 U#;Ps
e¼1
R
oKe
0
Rð½u#Þ  ðvÞ# dS Pse¼1 RKe
0
P : rðvÞ# dx
¼Ps
e¼1
R
Ke
0
q d
2
dt2
ðu# þ ðF  IÞ  XÞ  ðvÞ# dx;
8 _F 2 V;Ps
e¼1
R
Ke
0
P : _F dx ¼ jX0jP : _F:
8>>>>>><
>>>>>:
ð28Þ
The variational periodic problem (28) is thus splitted into two equations: (i) a weak formulation written in
terms of periodic displacement, (ii) a condition on the macroscopic stress. It should be noticed that the form
(28) is not entirely standard due to the use of the Green’s theorem for the terms associated with _F, which
ensures this convenient decoupling between periodic displacements and macroscopic strain gradient rate.
3.6. Discrete problem and periodic NSCD
We replace the infinite dimensional problem (28) by a finite dimensional version:
find u#h 2 U#h and fh 2 V h such that:
8ðvhÞ# 2 U#h ;Ps
e¼1
R
oKe
0
Rð½u#h Þ  ðvhÞ#dS 
Ps
e¼1
R
Ke
0
P : rðvhÞ# dx
¼Ps
e¼1
R
Ke
0
q d
2
dt2
ðu#h þ ðfh  IÞ  XÞ  ðvhÞ# dx; 8 _F 2 V h;Ps
e¼1
R
Ke
0
P : _F dx ¼ jX0jP : _F;
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð29Þ
where U#h and Vh are respectively finite dimensional subspaces of U
# and V and built using the standard Finite
Element Method:
V h ¼ vectfpj; j 2 ½1;m2;F  pj are not prescribedg;
U#h ¼ vectfui; 0 6 i 6 Ndofu g;
ð30Þ
with pj the vector basis of the vector space of functionsLðRmÞ, ui the basis functions from X0 to Rm and Ndofu
the number of free degrees of freedom associated with the periodic displacements.
The integers of the set of indices associated with the vector basis pj are re-ordered from 1 to N
dof
F
, where Ndof
F
denote the number of free degrees of freedom associated with the average deformation gradient.
The discrete problem can now be written in the following matrix form:
find q# 2 RNdofu and d 2 RNdofF such that:
Mðq#; tÞ  €q# þNðq#; tÞ  €d ¼ Fðq#; _q#; d; _d; tÞ þ r; ð31aÞ
0 ¼ Gðq#; _q#; d; _d; tÞ þHðtÞ; ð31bÞ
where q#, _q# and €q# are respectively the periodic discrete displacement, velocity and acceleration, d, _d and €d
are respectively the discrete average deformation gradient, the first and the second time derivative, M(q#, t)
and N(q#, t) are respectively the classical mass matrix and the global concentrated mass matrix, r represents
the reaction forces given by the FCZM relationship, Fðq; _q; tÞ represents the internal and external forces with-
out the contribution of r, Gðq#; _q#; d; _d; tÞ andH(t) represents respectively the macroscopic stress and the mac-
roscopic prescribed stress. The non-standard quantities N, r, G and H are detailed in Appendix A.
The purpose is now to extend the standard framework of the Non-Smooth Contact Dynamics approach
(see 2.3) to the periodic case. Following [9,17], the discrete dynamic system (31) is rewritten in a distribution
sense and integrating over the time interval ]ti, ti+1] using an implicit time integration scheme (see Appendix B).
Denoting by a subscript i quantities at a time ti and by i + 1 quantities at time ti+1, assuming that the mass
matrices M(q#, t) and N(q#, t) vary slowly with q#, the use of a h-method (with h = 1/2 in the following) leads
to:
Mðq#iþ1; tiþ1Þ  ð _q#iþ1  _q#i Þ þNðq#iþ1; tiþ1Þ  ð _diþ1  _diÞ ¼ hifð1 hÞF i þ hF iþ1g þ hiriþ1; ð32aÞ
0 ¼ hifð1 hÞG i þ hG iþ1g þ hifð1 hÞH i þ hH iþ1g; ð32bÞ
and
q#iþ1 ¼ q#i þ hifð1 hÞ _q#i þ h _q#iþ1g; ð33aÞ
diþ1 ¼ di þ hifð1 hÞ _di þ h _diþ1g; ð33bÞ
where the mean value impulse denoted hiri+1 emerges as primary unknown:Z
ti;tiþ1
rdm ¼ hiriþ1: ð34Þ
The primary unknowns of the discrete dynamic problem are the approximation of the periodic velocity _q#iþ1,
the first order time derivative of the average deformation gradient _diþ1 and the impulse hiri+1. The periodic
displacement q#iþ1 and the average of the deformation gradient diþ1 are considered as secondary variables.
Solving the nonlinear system (32) with the help of a Newton–Raphson algorithm (iterations are denoted by
superscript k, see Appendix C), one obtains:
Ak  ð
_q#iþ1Þkþ1  ð _q#freeÞkþ1
_dkþ1iþ1  _dkþ1free
( )
¼ hir
kþ1
iþ1
0
( )
; ð35Þ
where the so-called ‘free’ unknowns _q#free and
_dfree are respectively the values of the discrete periodic velocity
and the discrete first time derivative of the average of the deformation gradient when rkþ1iþ1 ¼ 0, and are solution
of the following system:
Ak  ð
_q#freeÞkþ1  ð _q#iþ1Þk
_dkþ1free  _dkiþ1
( )
¼
½Mðq#iþ1; tiþ1Þ  ðð _q#iþ1ÞkÞ  _q#i Þ
Nðq#iþ1; tiþ1Þ  ð _dkiþ1  _diÞ þHhðFÞ
HhðGÞ þHhðHÞ
8><
>:
9>=
>;; ð36Þ
with
Ak ¼
ðwk
q#q#
Þ1 ðwk
q# _d
Þ1
ðwk_dq#Þ
1 ðwk_d _dÞ
1
0
@
1
A and HhðXÞ ¼ hifð1 hÞXi þ hXkiþ1g: ð37Þ
At this stage, the unknowns of the problem are _q# and _d. A change of variable permits to recover the discrete
velocity _q as primary unknown from _q# and _d:
_q ¼ P1 _q
#
_d
( )
; ð38Þ
where P is a mapping such that:
P : RN
dof
u ! RNdofu þNdofF
_q 7! _q
#
_d
( )
¼ _q Relhr _qid  Xdhr _qid
 	
;
8><
>: ð39Þ
with Rel 2 RNdofu  Rm is a discrete mapping such that the periodic velocity is given by _q# ¼ _q Relhr _qid  Xd,
Xd is the discrete position vector and hid : RN
dof
u  Rm ! RNdofF is the discrete average mapping over X0.
At the iteration k + 1, the discrete velocity and the discrete free velocity write:
_qkþ1iþ1 ¼ P1
_qkþ1iþ1
_dkþ1iþ1
( )
; _qkþ1free ¼ P1
ð _q#freeÞkþ1
_dkþ1free
( )
: ð40Þ
Note that the action–reaction principle leads to: hrrid ¼ 0.
The change of variable (38) is applied to the iteration matrix (36):
ðwkÞ1 :¼ P1AkP : ð41Þ
Fig. 8. The NSCD algorithm extended to the periodic formulation.
The local problem at the contact level is thus solved using the standard NSCD algorithm without any mod-
ification (see [17,8] for details about the resolution of the local problem, including FCZM). The two field peri-
odic formulation can thus be shown as a simple extension to the global level of the NSCD algorithm, that is to
say the resolution of the periodic Finite Element problem.
The two level resolution of the periodic problem is summarized in Fig. 8:
• at global level: the discrete dynamic equation written in terms of discrete periodic velocity _q# and of first
derivative average deformation gradient _d (Eqs. (35), (36)) is solved,
• at local level: the standard local NSCD resolution is used.
3.7. Software
The software architecture respects the local/global levels of the above NSCD two field extension approach
by the coupling of three libraries with Object-Oriented Programming [24]:
• LMGC90 is a library dedicated to the contact problems [13],
• PELICANS is a library dedicated to periodic Finite Elements [14],
• MatLib is a material constitutive models library [15].
The software, called ‘X-per’, allows to simulate, at finite strain, the fracture of heterogeneous materials and
periodic structure from the crack initiation to non-smooth post-fracture behavior. In the next section, the abil-
ity of this software and of the numerical framework is illustrated on the fracture of metal matrix composites
from the nuclear industry (elastoplastic matrix with brittle inclusions).
4. Applications
In what follows, the finite element discretization is based on linear displacement triangular elements that are
arranged in a ‘‘crossed-triangle’’ quadrilateral pattern. The analysis considers 2D plane-strain conditions. The
considered metal matrix composite is representative of hydrided Zircaloy-based alloys which compose clad-
ding of nuclear fuel rods in Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR), at high burnup.
The considered microstructure is thus composed of a metal matrix (Zircaloy-4) and rectangular aligned
inclusions (zirconium hydrides). The Zircaloy-4 behavior is assumed to be elastoplastic (J2 plasticity, Young
Modulus E = 99 GPa, Poisson’s ratio m = 0.325, Yield in tension r0 = 450 MPa, Hardening Modulus
HY = 850 MPa) [25,26] and hydrides to be neo-Hookean (E = 135 GPa, m = 0.32) [27,28]. The density of
the Zircaloy-4 and the hydrides are identical and equal to 7800 kg/m3. The FCZM coefficients of Zircaloy-
4, zirconium hydrides and Zircaloy-hydride interface are respectively: CZrN ¼ 2 1018 Pa=m, wZr = 1 J/m2
and RZrmax ¼ 2:4r0, CZrHN ¼ 2CZrN , wZrH = 0.8wZr and RZrHmax ¼ 3r0, CZr–ZrHN ¼ 2CZrN , wZr–ZrH = 0.8wZr and
RZr–ZrHmax ¼ 3r0. The bonding strength value between the two phases is thus considered as ‘strong’. Moreover,
we assume a low friction coefficient l = 0.05 and same compliance for the normal and tangential behaviors
CN = CT.
4.1. Unit cell
Two square RVEs (length L = 20 lm), composed by a rectangular inclusion (width = 2 lm,
length = 10 lm) included in a metal matrix, are chosen (see Fig. 9, up). In the first choice, the rectangular
inclusion is centered in the RVE. The second RVE contains an off-centered inclusion which is decomposed
using the periodicity conditions. A macroscopic strain gradient rate is prescribed along the direction of the
aligned inclusions ( _Fxx ¼ 0:18cd=L where cd is the dilatational wave speed of the Zircaloy).
4.1.1. Illustration of the result independence with respect to the unit cell
In this section, the independence of the overall behavior of a periodic heterogeneous medium with respect
to the unit cell – well known in the case of standard periodic homogenization – is checked in the case of the
present two field multibody extension. Fig. 9 (mid) shows the rupture features of the considered RVEs. The
cracks initiate in the brittle inclusion and propagate through the elastoplastic matrix. We can note that the
shape of the crack network is similar in the two cases, and, within the numerical accuracy, the overall
stress/strain curves are identical (Fig. 9, bottom). The two choices of the RVE are thus equivalent, as predicted
by the standard theory [11].
Fig. 9. Illustration of the unit cell independence. Up: periodic medium and two choices of RVE; mid: rupture features (1 lmmesh size in a
‘crossed-triangle’ quadrilateral pattern); bottom: overall stress (MPa)-strain (%) curves.
The test example validates the fact that the periodicity conditions are correctly taken into account in the
numerical framework and its implementation in the developed software.
4.1.2. Overall response and energies invoked during the fracture process
Fig. 10 shows the overall stress–strain curve and the energies (elastic, plastic, ‘surface’, kinetic and total)
invoked during the fracture process. The surface energy is composed by the stored energy and the dissipated
energy along the cohesive zones during the process.
During the overall elastic process, the elastic strain energy increases quadratically with respect to the mac-
roscopic strain and the other energies are almost negligible. During the overall plastic process, the elastic strain
energy stays quasi-stationary and the plastic energy has a quasi-linear variation (quasi-perfect plastic overall
behavior). During the progressive onset of the fracture, the elastic strain energy is released, while the surface
energy increases up to 25% of the total energy and the kinetic energy has very slight variations.
This kinetic energy remains almost negligible (and constant) during the entire fracture process and does not
disturb the overall energy balance. The stress–strain curve is smooth. These last two points seems to confirm
the hypothesis that the periodic homogenization method stays valid in the considered dynamic conditions (see
§ 3.4). In particular, it seems that prescribing homogeneous strain over the whole domain combined with peri-
odicity conditions allows to limit some dynamic effects such as high frequency modes or wave reflections on
the boundary of the domain (see Fig. 11).
4.1.3. Sensitivity to the size element
As previously announced, this paper does not have the goal to fully address the problem of the sensitivity of
the cohesive-volumetric finite element scheme on the size element. However, since the present numerical
method is devoted to the overall fracture properties, this section illustrates that, whatever the main crack path
(slightly) depends on the element size, the macroscopic fracture energy stays constant with respect to the size
element when (i) the ‘standard’ finite element method has reached its convergence, (ii) the compliance of the
cohesive zone model is suitably adapted to the size element.
The first illustration is given by a mesh refinement (from 1 lm size element to 0.5 lm) of the ‘centered—
off-centered’ case treated in the previous section. The comparison between the corresponding rupture features
(Figs. 9 and 12) sketches that the crack path dependence on the mesh refinement is lower in the present case
(periodic boundary conditions) than in the case of structure calculus (see e.g. [30]).
The second illustration concerns the independence of the overall fracture properties on the size element. For
the sake of simplicity, this illustration was carried out on the previous ‘centered inclusion’ example, involving a
brittle elastic matrix. For this section only, the CFZMs related to the bulk materials (resp. to the interface
inclusion/matrix) were thus assumed to be weak (resp. strong): wZr = 0.05 J/m2, and RZrmax ¼ 241 MPa;
wZrH = 0.04 J/m2, and RZrHmax ¼ 304 MPa; wZr–ZrH = 0.5 J/m2 and RZr–ZrHmax ¼ 1076 MPa. Moreover, the initial
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Fig. 10. Overall stress (MPa)- strain (%) curve (thin line); energies during the fracture process (J): total energy (thick dashed dark line),
elastic energy (thick dashed light line), plastic energy (thin dashed line), surface energy (dotted line) and kinetic energy (thick line).
stiffness of the CZMs (CN = CT) are taken to be dependent of the mesh size (Lmesh) with respect to a micro-
mechanical-based criterion (the smaller the size element, the larger the stiffness of CZMs), initially proposed
by [29]. This criterion, briefly recalled here, consists in determining the Hashin and Strickman lower bound
related to an elastic medium made of penny shaped elastic inclusions (the cohesive zone before any surface
damage) randomly distributed in space and in orientation in an isotropic matrix (the bulk material). Denoting
by Z the density of the penny shaped inclusions, and combining the overall bulk and shear moduli associated
to this lower bound, the overall Young modulus of the medium E reads:
E
E
¼ n
1þ n ; where n ¼
5
1þ 4
3
CN
CT
CN
EZ
; ð42Þ
and where E denotes the Young modulus of the bulk material. Specifying this equation to the case CN = CT,
and to crossed-triangle quadrilateral pattern meshes (in that case Z ¼ 2ð1þ ffiffiffi2p Þ=Lmesh and the bound becomes
an estimate), one obtains an applied criterion, which ensures that, when
CNLmesh=EP 20 ð43Þ
the added compliance due to the presence of cohesive zones disturbs for less than 10% the overall elasticity
resulting from the finite element discretization. In the present example, this criterion is strictly ensured for
the matrix ðCZrN Lmesh=EZr ¼ 21Þ and overestimated for the inclusion ðCZrHN Lmesh=EZrH ¼ 29;CZr–ZrHN ¼ CZrHN Þ.
Fig. 11. Effect of periodic boundary conditions: comparison between a periodic simulation (i.e. present method, same simulation as
Fig. 10) (dashed line) and the same simulation with standard boundary conditions (i.e. unidirectional traction with standard Dirichlet ð _vxÞ
and homogeneous Neumann (ryy = 0) boundary conditions) (thick line).
Fig. 12. Rupture features of the two RVEs with 0.5 lm mesh size: (a) centered inclusion (b) off-centered inclusion.
Fig. 13. Macroscopic energy/macroscopic energy of matrix and initial CZM stiffness of the matrix versus the mesh size (lm) for three
fraction of inclusions.
Fig. 14. Broken RVE (30% of inclusions) reproduced by periodicity (nine RVEs).
Fig. 15. Decoupling of the global strain (c) of the periodic RVE on a homogeneous part (a) and a corrective part (b). This correction takes
the presence of heterogeneities (inclusions and fracture) into account.
Fig. 13 thus shows that, in the treated case, the overall fracture energy is independent of the mesh size as soon
as this criterion is respected and the mesh size is sufficiently small to consider that the Finite Element simu-
lations are converged.
4.2. Fracture of hydrided Zircaloy-4
This section deals with an application from the nuclear industry: the fracture of the heterogenous material,
which composes the highly irradiated nuclear fuel rod cladding. Zircaloy cladding tubes at high burnup are
considered as a bimaterial which is formed by hydride inclusions (brittle) surrounded by a metallic matrix.
The inclusions are assumed to be rectangular (width = 2 lm, length = 10 lm), aligned and randomly distrib-
uted in space (see, for example, Fig. 14 for 30% of hydrogen content). The RVEs are rectangular with 20 lm
width and L = 88 lm length. A macroscopic strain gradient rate is prescribed along the direction of the
aligned inclusions ð _Fxx ¼ 0:02cd=LÞ.
4.2.1. Weakening effects of brittle inclusions
Fig. 14 shows the fractured RVE with 30% of hydrides reproduced by periodicity. The cracks initiate in the
area with high contents of hydrogen and propagate into the Zircaloy matrix.
The deformation gradient field split (see 3.2) is illustrated in Fig. 15. In particular, Fig. 15a shows the
deformed periodic RVE if it were homogeneous, i.e. without any heterogeneities. The correction (Fig. 15b)
Fig. 16. Overall stress (MPa)-strain (%) curve of the Zircaloy-4 (solid curve) and the 30% hydrided Zircaloy-4 (dashed curve) (top) with a
zoom at small strain (bottom).
takes heterogeneities into account. The heterogeneities are given by the heterogeneous microstructure (inclu-
sions) and by the cracks in the structure. The global behavior (Fig. 15c) is thus obtained by summing these two
strains (see Eq. (8)).
The stress–strain curves for the Zircaloy-4 without hydrides and the 30% hydrided Zircaloy-4 are plotted in
Fig. 16. First, the volumetric behavior (elastoplastic) associated with the FCZM (softening function) lead to a
damage elastoplasticity behavior for the Zircaloy-4 without any hydride. The introduction of 30% volume
fraction of inclusions reduces the overall fracture energy by 98%. In this case, the overall behavior of the
hydrided Zircaloy-4 is brittle. These results show the deleterious influence of the brittle inclusion on the mate-
rial ductility and are consistent with experimental observations [31].
4.2.2. Macroscopic energies
The ability of the proposed numerical periodic homogenization approach is here illustrated by the macro-
scopic influence of fraction of inclusions on the energy balance during the fracture process. The considered
energies are the elastic energy, the plastic energy and the surface energy. This surface energy is composed
by the stored energy and the dissipated energy along the cohesive zones during the fracture process.
Fig. 17 shows the ratio of the energies (elastic, plastic and surface) to the total energy (sum of the considered
energies) vs the ratio of time to final time for 30% hydrided Zircaloy-4. Before the onset of fracture, the contri-
Fig. 17. Ratio of elastic energy Eelas, plastic energy Eplast and surface energy Esurf (dissipated + stored along the cohesive zones) to total
energy Etot (elastic + plastic + surface) vs ratio of time to final time for 30% hydrided Zircaloy-4.
Fig. 18. Ratio of plastic energy to cohesive energy vs ratio of time to final time for 30% hydrided Zircaloy-4.
bution of elastic strain energy decreases in favour of the surface energy (during overall elastic process) and the
plastic energy (during overall plastic process). As previously mentioned, when the fracture occurs, the elastic
strain energy is released and thus the contribution of this energy decreases rapidly in favour of the surface energy.
The ratio of the plastic energy to cohesive energy vs the ratio of time to final time is plotted in Fig. 18. This
ratio increases during the overall plastic process and decreases during the damage process. This phenomenon
can be explained by the fact that the surface energy increases rapidly at the onset of fracture even though the
increase of the plastic energy remains monotonous. The maximum value reached by the ratio is denoted rmax.
Fig. 19 shows the evolution of this parameter as a function of the fraction of inclusions. The value decreases
with the fraction to reach zero when the composite corresponds to an elastic material (100% of hydride). This
illustrates results from the progressive transition of the composite material from ductile matrix to brittle inclu-
sions with the fraction of inclusions.
5. Conclusion
This paper presented a numerical framework, based on micromechanical concept, for the fracture of het-
erogeneous materials. The micromechanical method consists in a multibody approach and Frictional Cohesive
Zone Model in the Non-Smooth Contact Dynamics framework. The effective properties are obtained by peri-
odic numerical homogenization. A two field Finite Element formulation and an extension of the NSCD
method was so carried out. The associated software allows to simulate, in finite deformation, from crack ini-
tiation to post-fracture material in heterogeneous materials. The ability of the framework was illustrated by
simulations of a heterogeneous material from the nuclear industry. Particularly, the weakening effect of the
hydride inclusions has been emphasised.
Appendix A. Non-standard quantities of the discrete problem (31)
The non-standard quantities N, r, G and H of the discrete problem (31) are:
rI ¼
Xs
e¼1
Z
oKe
0
Rð½q#Þ  uI dS 0 6 I 6 Ndofu ;
NIJ ¼
Xs
e¼1
Z
Ke
0
quI  pJ  Xð Þdx 0 6 I 6 Ndofu ; 0 6 J 6 NdofF ;
GI ¼ 
Xs
e¼1
Z
Ke
0
Pðq#; dÞ : pI dx 0 6 I 6 NdofF ;
HI ¼ jX0jP : pI 0 6 I 6 N dofF :
Fig. 19. Maximal ratio of plastic energy to cohesive energy (rmax in Fig. 18) vs fraction of inclusions (%).
Appendix B. Derivation of the dynamic equation and integration over time
Consider the discrete dynamic system (31). Since unilateral constraints occur, the derivatives are under-
stood in the sense of distributions. The dynamic system is thus written as a measure differential equation:
Mðq#; tÞ  d _q# þNðq#; tÞ  d _d ¼ Fðq#; _q#; d; _d; tÞdt þ rdm; ðB:1aÞ
0 ¼ Gðq#; _q#; d; _d; tÞdt þHðtÞdt; ðB:1bÞ
where dt is a Lebesgue measure, rdm denote the contact impulsions and dm is a positive measure.
Denoting by a subscript i quantities at a time ti and by i + 1 quantities at time ti+1, (B.1a) and (B.1b) are
rewritten as follows:R tiþ1
ti
Mðq#; tÞ  d _q# þ R tiþ1ti Nðq#; tÞ  d _d
¼ R tiþ1ti Fðq#; _q#; d; _d; tÞdt þ Rti;tiþ1 rdm;
0 ¼ R tiþ1ti Gðq#; _q#; d; _d; tÞdt þ R tiþ1ti HðtÞdt;
qðtiþ1Þ ¼ qðtiÞ þ
R tiþ1
ti
_qðsÞds;
dðtiþ1Þ ¼ dðtiÞ þ
R tiþ1
ti
_dðsÞds:
8>>>>>><
>>>>>:
Appendix C. Newton–Raphson algorithm
The nonlinear system (32) is solved using a Newton–Raphson algorithm. The problem consists in finding
the minimal root of the residues:
Fð _q#iþ1; _diþ1; riþ1Þ :¼Mðq#iþ1; tiþ1Þ  ð _q#iþ1  _q#i Þ
þNðq#iþ1; tiþ1Þ  ð _diþ1  _diÞ  hifð1 hÞF i þ hF iþ1g  hiriþ1;
Gð _q#iþ1; _diþ1Þ :¼ hifð1 hÞG i þ hG iþ1g  hifð1 hÞH i þ hH iþ1g:
8><
>:
Particularly, at the iteration k + 1, the linear system to solve is:
Jðð _q#iþ1Þk; _dkiþ1; rkiþ1Þ 
ð _q#iþ1Þkþ1  ð _q#iþ1Þk
_dkþ1iþ1  _dkiþ1
rkþ1iþ1  rkiþ1
8><
>:
9>=
>; ¼ 
Fðð _q#iþ1Þk; _dkiþ1; rkiþ1Þ
Gðð _q#iþ1Þk; _dkiþ1Þ
( )
;
where, using the notations F :¼Fð _q#; _d; rÞ and G :¼ Gð _q#; _d; rÞ, the Jacobian matrix, denoted J, is defined
by:
Jðð _q#iþ1Þk; _dkiþ1; rkiþ1Þ ¼
oF
o _q#

ð _q#
iþ1Þ
k
þ oFoq# oq
#
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k
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k
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9>=
>>;: ðC:1Þ
Derivating Eqs. (33) and using the slow variation of M(q#, t) and N(q#, t) with q#, the Jacobian (C.1) can be
rewritten:
Jðð _q#iþ1Þk; _dkiþ1; rkiþ1Þ ¼
ðwk
q#q#
Þ1; ðwk
q# _d
Þ1;hi
ðwk_dq#Þ
1
; ðwk_d _dÞ
1
; 0
8<
:
9=
;;
where F and G denote respectively Fðq#; _q#; d; _d; tÞ and Gðq#; _q#; d; _d; tÞ and:
wk
q#q#
¼ ðMk þ hihCkF þ h2i h2KkFÞ1;
wk
q# _d
¼ ðN k þ hihLkF þ h2i h2DkFÞ1;
wk_dq#
¼ ðhihCkG þ h2i h2KkGÞ1;
wk_d _d
¼ ðhihLkG þ h2i h2DkGÞ1;
8>>><
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with
Mk ¼Mððq#iþ1Þk; tiþ1Þ;
KkF ¼  oFoq#

ðq#
iþ1Þ
k
;
CkF ¼  oFo _q#

ð _q#
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k
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;
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and
N k ¼ Nððq#iþ1Þk; tiþ1Þ;
KkG ¼  oGoq#

ðq#
iþ1Þ
k
;
CkG ¼  oGo _q#
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k
;
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:
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